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INTRODUCTION: ULTIMATE CLINICAL ACUPUNCTURE COMES TO YOU THROUGH:-

PRESIDENT, PROFESSOR STEVEN R. JOHNSON

REGISTERED ACCREDITED PR. CHINA 1990

Awarded President, Professor & Doctoral Consultant in Chinese Medicine and his British College & Professional Registration Association were also Awarded Sole and First Accredited British-Chinese Body in the UK for College Teaching, Clinic & Licensing Authority of Chinese Medicine, ALL Awarded by Gansu & Beijing TCM PR. China Government Authorities.

The Status & Accreditation Awards process commenced in China in 1990 and was concluded in 1994. It was formally Registered in the Peoples Republic of China & UK in perpetuity. Reported in the press and journals.

There were Formal Awards ceremonies in China & the UK. The UK formal Ceremony was hosted by Lady M. Whitaker, Babworth Hall witnessed and supported by HRH Queen Elizabeth II County Representatives and other dignitaries. Lady M. Whitaker is our Founder Patron in Perpetuity. President Cong Chun Yu is our TCM President & Hon Vice Chancellor in perpetuity. Master DR Prof T.T.Ang & Master DR Prof Mme Ong are our Hon President and Vice President in perpetuity.

Professor Johnson and our originating Institute was Registered by the British Government Boards in 1974 & 1975.

Plus World Health Organisation First Acupuncture Specialists Course, Section Leader Gansu, PR. China 1990 as seen on China TV. A Leading World Speaker & Expert e.g. World Congress (PR. China) 2006 And Also of The China Institute (P.R. China) And Also of His BICCOM Institute (UK China International) And Also Through His Many More Far Eastern Accreditations And Also of His British & International Registrations Plus His 40+ Year Traditional Lineage & C.V. In Health & Education

ULTIMATE CLINICAL ACUPUNCTURE STYLE, SYSTEM AND TRADITION IS ONLY AVAILABLE IN THE UK AT BICCOM.
This Is The Authentic Original ‘OCTEM’ Oriental Chinese TAOIS Energy Medicine, i.e. Authentic Ancient & Modern Chinese Acupuncture Energy Healing Medicine
ULTIMATE CLINICAL ACUPUNCTURE COMES TO YOU THROUGH:-

PRESIDENT, PROFESSOR STEVEN R. JOHNSON
REGISTERED ACCREDITED PR. CHINA 1990

This comes to you from his direct uninterrupted lineages of a large body of Oriental / Chinese and other Masters from whom he has been taught, qualified and licensed by over a 40 year + period! His lineage tradition represents many authentic Far Eastern, Chinese and other cultural traditions.

Here in the UK and the Far East.

These include a very wide range of ancient and modern lineages and also of their master’s lineage making a huge growing network of this wisdom.

President, Professor Steven R. Johnson has an unequalled C.V. of Far Eastern lineage tradition of Masters.

Few ‘on our planet earth’ are likely to exceed his extensive range of lineage traditions & C.V. in his professional field!

You are invited to join him.

We & he & his people will assist you to your desired outcome.

You are very welcome.
WHAT IS ULTIMATE CLINICAL ACUPUNCTURE

IT IS THE TRUE ORIGINAL CHINESE CHI ENERGY NEEDLE & BURN ZHEN JUI ACUPUNCTURE MEDICINE

It is of the TAO and TAOIS tradition that provides the route and interconnection to ORIGIN representing The Oldest World Lineage Tradition of Natures Way Life Philosophy of Health & Energy Chinese Acupuncture Medicine. It is detailed in the oldest Chinese Medicine textbooks and found in the oldest Chinese Philosophy books in the world aiding the understanding of the process of change, cosmos and life. It is of this evolved Chinese tradition, largely handed down by Master to Apprentice, an oral, experiential & clinical modality, ‘Private School TAO’. It is in and from its original form and rubric, at Ancient Chinese Doctoring Standards, which also embraces modern innovative developments of this origin within this way.

To carry out its various treatment methods one has to be completely versed in Diagnosis Of Chi, The Individuals Makeup, The Cause & Path Of Illness, The Internal & External Environment, The Rhythm & Process Of Change etc All In Accord of TAO & TAOIS including its interrelationship with and embracing the New Modern PR. China TCM & Innovations and more.

# You will therefore understand this is distinct, different and far superior to other forms of so called acupuncture and acupuncturists acupuncture found in the UK & Western world. Courses that teach needle insertion in the name of acupuncture in a few days to e.g. physiotherapists, chiropractors, osteopaths, dentists, anaesthetists, nurses, doctors, detox therapists, auricular acupuncturists and other micro system acupuncturists, dry needle practitioners, and short course acupuncturists and other poorly trained therapists are not capable of Chinese Medicine Diagnostics of Chi etc which is essential to treat each individual patient safely and effectively with Chinese Acupuncture Energy Medicine. They are therefore carrying out dangerous practices. It is most certainly NOT Chinese Acupuncture Medicine. They should behave professionally and not mislead or endanger the general public/patients. They should say that they do not carry out Chinese Acupuncture Energy Medicine or imply so. They should also declare their length of training. It is more correctly described as ‘NOT ACUPUNCTURE Western Origin Needle Therapy’. Patients require correctly informed choices. These so called acupuncture course acupuncturists can not actually carry out Chinese Medicine diagnosis of Chi. This would need a long, thorough training in a Specialist Chinese Acupuncture Energy Medicine Institute that teaches Chinese Energy Medicine at Chinese Doctoring Standards. You can have full confidence in BICCOM Ultimate Chinese Acupuncture.
OUTLINE OF WHAT I WILL LEARN

You Will Learn Many Incredible Things Through Our Progressive Range Of BICCOM Ultimate Acupuncture Courses.
A Broad and Specialist Oriental Chinese Acupuncture Medicine Training for Effective Clinical Results + Gain Secret Knowledge, Skills & More.

❖ BICCOM Special Common Core Curriculum (‘CCC’)
THE BASIS, Suitable to ALL Courses & Disciplines
Philosophy, Principles, Theory, Skills, Practical Application, Methodologies, Formula etc
One College, One ‘CCC’ = A Potential To Learn ALL Disciplines
‘CCC’ Content & System is UNIQUE TO BICCOM in the UK

❖ Clinical Diagnosis

❖ Clinical Skills and Instruments

❖ Effective Treatment of Illness + Special Protocols

❖ Energic Preventative Medicine & Health Promotion

❖ Energy Healing of the highest level

❖ Unique Energic Fingerprint = The Energic DNA Diagnostics of our individual Energic Fingerprint

❖ Other Specialisms and Super Specialisms
   e.g. 'LOBOS', 'HG-08 '; Ancient & Modern Systems; ESOTERIC SECRETS + CLINICAL PRAGMATISM
   MOST IMPORTANT OF ALL YOU WILL LEARN HOW TO HELP PEOPLE
HOW WILL I LEARN?

LANGUAGE:

All courses are taught by Professor Steven R. Johnson with his Faculty Support Team, they are delivered in the world professional language of English.

Technical Chinese and Japanese terminology is also used occasionally / in part by using a world renowned system where Romanised letters make the correct phonetic Chinese / Japanese sound e.g. Wade-Giles and Pinyin systems of reading, writing and speaking. A quick and effective way to develop the terminology you need. The vast majority of the language you use is English.

No one is required to become a linguist.

We also follow the World Health Organisation and PR.China shorthand code system created for non Chinese speaking professionals to be able to study aspects of Oriental Chinese medicine. E.g. names of acupoint, meridian, organ, function, dietary herbals etc.

TEACHING:

Classes are small in size to provide best quality and personal guidance. Part Time attendance is the norm. Approximately half of BICCOM attendance training days are practical / clinical / case example focused, often in a workshop / clinic modality. Additionally there are lectures largely in the oral and experiential tradition.

Demonstration, Give, Receive and Share under guidance is a common method of teaching and learning.

The BICCOM HQ facility are old lodge buildings about 300 years old with teaching clinic and lecture facilities. It has a nice and rather special atmosphere.

HOME STUDY / PRACTICE:

A significant amount of home study, practical, practise, practice is required and about ten hours per week at home is a good guide.
Our Style of Acupuncture & Training Method is Unique & Distinct in the UK.

The Ultimate Acupuncture Training Courses here at BICCOM are also very different in bias and emphasis to U.K. degree courses which are themselves significantly academic in style, content and requirements with low / modest standard of clinical training compared to BICCOM or China.

Our BICCOM courses are more aligned to training with a Far Eastern Master and the Independent Private Chinese Acupuncture School pre 1949 when PR. China was established. Exposure to the Master and practical learning and clinical experience were then the norm and a very significant aspect of the style of training.

We continue this style and tradition and also include the current P.R. China Specialist Training Style found in the Research Institute Training Hospitals which is beyond undergraduate TCM Degree training level.

We also include the Specialism Training Style provided at the PR. China Government Licensed Private Specialism Hospitals e.g. President Du, Hong Shang Specialism Hospital Training Department where President Professor Steven R. Johnson has been awarded China Hospital Consultant Status amongst other awards by them (as have other China authorities).

There is a famous story of how Prof Johnson astounded President Du Hospital experts by diagnosing a patient as ‘Jing Xu’ detailing how and why before he even met the patient and when stood 20 metres away in the doorway! This astounded the Chinese Consultants.

Our method of training, combined with the intensive set course attendance days which are occasional at our BICCOM Institute, enable people to take our courses when they have other life commitments. A real bonus.

Our Method, Our Fee Level and Our Fee Structure also save you thousands of pounds £ compared to U.K. university acupuncture courses and most other U.K. acupuncture institutions. This enables you to afford to take our BICCOM Course, to then help humanity by treating and helping them while taking part in the growth and longevity of this ancient authentic invaluable tradition.
Our Style of Acupuncture & Training Method is Unique & Distinct in the UK. Continued

The first 8 Days of Attendance approximately (circa 4 to 6 months) of the OHT. Dip Course IS ALSO The Accredited Access and Foundation Module i.e. the First Module of the Ultimate Acupuncture Clinician Course.

You also can start providing 'Acu - Press - Needle Therapy' and other OHT. Dip Skills to Fee Paying Clients after this stage.

This earning supports you financially and also enhances your clinical experience speeding up your clinical development.

This takes place shortly after completing the Accredited Access and Foundation Module i.e. MODULE 1 of this Acupuncture Course, which is the first 8 days of attendance of the OHT Dip course.

THE REMAINDER OF THE ACUPUNCTURE CLINICIAN COURSE
PG 3 Part 1 THEN HAS A FURTHER THREE UNIT'S.

Each UNIT is a Complete Unit of Study of 8 Days of Attendance taken over approximately 4 to 6 months as the timetable permits. PLUS home study / practical / practice.

This leads you through aspects of the Common Core Curriculum and Acupuncture Clinician knowledge, skills and practice etc. Each UNIT also leads you to a Specific Licensing Award.
ACCREDITED ULTIMATE ACUPUNCTURE CLINICIAN COURSE:

Qualify With The Following Professional Registered Designations: Aur. Ac. Dip; Dip. BAc; LRBAc (UK)

Representing a UK Legal Required Standard for Registration in Acupuncture and Yes You Become Registered in current UK Law. You gain your Initial Professional Acupuncture Licensing Award.

This is the starting point, the PG3 Part 1 Acupuncture Clinician Course. PG 3 Parts 2, 3, & Acupuncture Master etc our progressive acupuncture courses are also available, these are advised when you are ready to develop further. They are not compulsory.

WHO CAN APPLY? ANYONE!
E.G. Unqualified novices (these may need further help / extended study)
E.G. Any qualified professional with people work skills
E.G. Any type of health therapist / professional

ALL CATEGORIES OF APPLICANT START HERE
The Discounted Short Cut into Acupuncture Training is our OHT. Dip Oriental Health Therapy Diploma Course

THE FIRST 8 ATTENDANCE DAYS (approximately) of the Oriental Health Therapy Diploma Course

NC 1 is the Accredited Access & Foundation Course for Acupuncture AND Is Also Module 1 Of Our Ultimate Acupuncture Clinician Course.


A natural interest and aptitude towards helping people and the dedication to doing this are requisite characteristics for success through our Ultimate Acupuncture Clinician Course.

Circa 50% of our set course attendance days are practical in nature. Learning comes significantly from doing, giving, receiving and sharing. Those with practical, hands on capabilities will do well with Our Ultimate Clinical Acupuncture Clinician Course. Attendance days include workshops and lectures and also involve case cameos, clinical exchange amongst course participants and various modalities of clinical exposure / experiences. The practical clinical content, level and range of skills of Our Ultimate Acupuncture Courses exceed that of ALL U.K. Acupuncture degree courses, our Clinical Range & Efficacy Standard Is Far Superior.
ACUPUNCTURE CLINICIAN COURSE CONTENT

Please note this is an outline only and cannot reflect the complex detail of the subject which can only be really understood by taking the course. The detail here gives you a good indication of the subject and what you will learn. While we present a Staged / Modularised / Unit format the subject is in fact one whole and a continuum as is your own development. These supersedes the Unitary format. Course and Unit content is subject to change to best accommodate the participants, professional need & growth, all at the discretion of BICCOM.

FIRST UNIT:
Auricular (Health by Ear) Protocol Micro-System Ultimate Acupuncture
Ear Micro-System enables treatment of the whole person by ear acupoints
Also includes ‘Set Auricular Treatment Protocols’ e.g. Detox; Smoking & Addiction; Stress; etc Enabling Delivery of these Auricular Acupuncture Skills under Temporary Licence to Fee Paying Clients after circa 4 to 6 months.

SECOND UNIT:
Body Protocol Micro-System and Macro-System.
Holistic Barefoot-health Ultimate Acupuncture.
The Whole Body is now the landscape to explore the many ways acupoints and meridians & modern innovative methods bring about health by needle.
Whole person body-mind-spirit individual concept.
Clinical Instruments, various needles, indirect moxibustion, cupping etc.
+ Temporary Precursory Licensing for delivery with patients of Set Dip.BAc Protocols in our BICCOM International Training Clinic as an Interning Student Clinician.

THIRD UNIT:
Clinician's Personal Chi Development and Clinical Development
Plus Special Treatment Protocol's for Specific Ill-Health and Illness
Conditions, Tonic, Immunity Boosting and an Individual's Chi Health Balance Maintenance. Other Needle Methods 7 Star, Plum Blossom etc
Direct Moxibustion etc
Conclusion of the Clinical Log which starts in the Foundation Module being developed from Unit One onwards reflecting your clinical development
Professional Responsibilities including Code of Ethical Practice
Preparation for Initial Professional Licensing
+ Final Assessment leading to Licensing and Registration and Designations
FINAL INFORMATION ON THE STUDY UNITS AND OUR ULTIMATE ACUPUNCTURE CLINICIAN COURSE

Each Unit has also got a significant amount of associated guided distance learning i.e. home study + home practical + home practice undertaken at home or in your clinic / health facility. This represents approximately 10 hours per week.

This required associated distance learning component is in addition to the BICCOM Institute set course attendance days. This associated distance learning component is likely to require about 1,000 hours over circa two years to successfully complete Accredited Acupuncture Clinician Course (PG 3 Part 1).

After each of the First and Second Unit's there is an Advised Optional 1 Day Review & Development including Revision and Practice Workshop plus Lecture. After the Third Unit, prior to the Final Assessment there are 2 Advised Optional Attendance Day's for Review & Development including Revision and Practice Workshop plus Lecture.

In Total therefore there are 4 Advised Optional Revision and Practice Attendance Days. These are provided extra to the set course attendance days and an extra £88 fee is required per person for each of these extra Optional Revision Attendance days if chosen. Novices should consider these as being very strongly advised.

Those course participants who would like more guidance and also require more attendance days must simply discuss the need with ourselves and we then advise a set number of such days and schedule them. This in effect extends the time to finish the course. There is an extra fee to pay for such a provision, extra to the stated course fee.

REACHING THE REQUIRED STANDARD IS THE KEY ISSUE.

This Ultimate Acupuncture Clinician Course may take 24 months (Circa 54 to 60 Days of attendance over Two Years is likely)

This is dependent upon the Standard Accredited at Entry, personal aptitude and hard work. Some may take longer (by agreement). We are here to help you.

This is a good guide but please remember everyone is an individual.
ON COMPLETION WHAT QUALIFICATION LICENCE REGISTRATION DO I ACHIEVE?

YOU RECEIVE A GOLD STANDARD PROFESSIONAL AWARD UK. Upon satisfactory completion of the ‘Acupuncture Clinician Course’ you will have attained the ‘Standard Required for Safe Effective Clinical Competency & Initial Professional Licensing Registration Awards in Ultimate Clinical Acupuncture’ U.K. After being proposed to the BICCOM Board for Registration these Professional Qualifications Licensing of Distinction are then bestowed upon the newly qualified and Registered Professional.

Yes, you gain 3 Professional Awards in this single course leading to the distinction of Initial Professional Registration.

You also gain access to apply for PG 3 Part 2 to become an Acupuncture Specialist UK, advised but not compulsory.

YOU ARE NOW PROFESSIONALLY QUALIFIED

ACCRREDITED LICENSED REGISTERED ULTIMATE ACUPUNCTURE CLINICIAN
Aur. Ac. Dip;  Dip. BAc;  LRBAc (UK)

Registered by the BICCOM INSTITUTE & BOARD
British & International China College of Oriental Medicine, Institute & Board of, College of Oriental Medicine Ltd Board, Government Registered UK.

Registered BIC-BAC British International Council-Board Acupuncture Council

BIC-BAC is an affiliated member of the U.K. - CHINA – BRIDGE
The Anglo-Chinese British Board & Council of Chinese Medicine (UK-CHINA)

BIC-BAC is an affiliated member of the
British Board & Council of Chinese Acupuncture Medicine
Affiliated member of A-CBBCChMed (UK-CHINA)

# You also become eligible to apply for NQAffiliate Membership of the Association of Chinese Acupuncture - Traditional Chinese Medicine International.
DESIGNATION:  NQAff.M.A.C.Ac.-TCMI (UK-CHINA)
(The Association is Registered - Accredited - Affiliated, UK & CHINA)
# Only available through Professor Steven R. Johnson & BICCOM.
ULTIMATE ACUPUNCTURE
CLINICIAN COURSE

BECOME PROFESSIONALLY
ACREDITED LICENSED REGISTERED
Aur. Ac. Dip; Dip. BAc; LRBAc (UK)

ULTIMATE ACUPUNCTURE
SPECIALIST COURSE

BECOME PROFESSIONALLY ACCREDITED LICENSED
REGISTERED ACUPUNCTURE SPECIALIST UK
P.G. HDip [Hons] O.Med (Ac) (UK)

ULTIMATE ACUPUNCTURE
CONSULTANT COURSE

BECOME PROFESSIONALLY ACCREDITED LICENSED
REGISTERED ACUPUNCTURE MO.MED MASTERSHIP UK
P.G. MO.Med. C.MAc (UK)

ACUPUNCTURE MASTER & GRAND MASTER
GOLD SASH AWARDS CHINA
The Pinnacle Awards of Ultimate Acupuncture